Aiming at the problem of NewMoment algorithm frequently do leftcheck operation in the data mining process, which leads to the low efficiency of algorithm. In this paper, a new method, called LevelMoment, is proposed to improve the NewMoment algorithm which mines frequent closed itemsets over data streams. In this process, a new data structure that added in level node, called LevelCET, is proposed. On this structure, using level checking strategy and optimum frequent closed items checking strategy can quickly tap all the frequent closed itemsets over data streams. The experiments and analysis show that the algorithm has good performance.
Introduction
In recent years, in the applications of commerce and other aspects, mining of associated rule and frequent closed itemeset has to meet the new requirements in the efficient use of time and space. For there are many alternative itemsets to be concerned (if the total number of alternatives is K, 2k of itemsets have to be checked whether they are frequent ones), space complexity increases explosively. In addition, on the basis of the mining results of frequent closed itemset, all the frequent itemsets and their sustainability can be reproduced.
The data stream D is composed of infinite affairs Ti, which is made up of several affairs. Being similar to itemset (the units in data stream specifically), K affairs makes up k itemsets. The sustainability of itemsets refers to emerging proportion of all affairs in their sliding windows. The itemset which is beyond the proportion assigned by the user is called a frequent itemset. Frequent closed itemset refers to the frequent itemset without super itemsets and the itemsets with the same sustainability.
Modal mining is different from the mining in traditional static data bank. On one hand, data stream has the features of continuity, celerity and infinity, so multi-scanning arithmetic is not suitable for the mining of data stream. On the other hand, the data in the data stream updates with time-lapse. But only the recent models are concerned, so the frequent itemsets in the data stream become hot spots in the recent researches. The research will be beneficial to accelerate the efficient use of data and has great practical significances.
Related work
At present, there are many researches on mining of data stream model. Document [2] puts forward arithmetic of mining frequent closed itemset, which divides the data stream into segmentations. It builds a local DSFCI_tree for every batch of data stream through saving the potential frequent closed itemsets dynamically in order to update and prune the overall DSFCI_tree, thus leading to the efficient mining of all frequent closed models in the whole data stream. Experiments show that this arithmetic possesses good efficiency in time and space use. Referring to the low efficiency in terms of time and space on frequent itemsets, Document [3] suggests an efficient arithmetic of frequent itemset mining on the basis of the prefix tree. Through the preprocessing affairs sets, it builds a concordance list and distributes concordance number, making sure the consistency of the affairs order in a prefix tree. According to the concordance number and other information, it creates a compact prefix tree, adopting the mining way bottom up and shadowing to mine frequent itemset. The results of experiment show that the arithmetic enjoys a high mining efficiency and low space utilization.
In the document [4] , in terms of the high cost of all the frequent itemsets of mining dense data set, the author puts forward a data linked list array structure and a rapid generating algorithm based the linked list array structure. The algorithm builds affairs linked list for every project by linked list array, and the processing of building a linked list only needs to scan the data bank for one time.
The maximum frequent itemset may be figured out by giving priority to depth and searching space may be contracted through restraint condition. Tested with standard data sets and compared with other algorithms, experimental results show that this algorithm can achieve a faster mining speed.
Document [5] referred to NewMoment,which stores data using bitmap structure. It proposed a new data structure-NewCET(New Closed Enumeration Tree) which is pretty similar with that of the prefix tree. In the tree, each spot represents an itemset I, the NewCET stores frequent closed itemsets rather than all the itemsets. After the tree is done, the operations like Delete and Append are carried out in the tree. This algorithm takes up less EMS memory than most mining algorithms. But during the mining process,NewMoment frequently runs leftcheck, which has negative effect on efficiency. So the algorithm will be greatly improved if checking is to be avoided or the efficiency is reduced. This paper proposed an improved algorithm which is level check strategy and the best frequent closed itemset check strategy. The two check strategies are carried out with a new data structure-LevleCEt so that the speed is improved to search the frequent closed itemsets, and the later experiments proved it.
Algorithm description Basic concepts.
Definition 1: in the data base, the aggregate of all items I={i1,i2,…,im},in which ik(k=1,2,…,m)represents an item. The aggregate of all affairs D={T1,T2,…,Tn}, in which each affair Ti(i=1,2, …,n)consists of a subset X and the signal mark Tid in I. If the number of items is K in X, then X is itemset K.
Definition 2: the support of itemset X sup(X) is the percentage of the number of X in D. the of supports assigned by users is s，if up(X)≧s，then X is the frequent itemset of s. Definition 3: an itemset X is a frequent closed itemset if and only if there is no itemset that meets the following requirements: (1) X'is the super itemset of X; (2) each affair with X includes X'. That is to say, frequent closed itemset X is equal to or no less than the supports of the super itemset X'.
Definition 4: devide the data stream into several parts, each part consists of the same amount of affairs; such a part is called a basic window, marked as W; the number of the affairs in each basic window is the size, marked as |BW|. The sliding window SW consists of a series of continuous basic windows, marked as <W1,W2, …,WN>; the number of basic window is the size of the sliding window, marked as |SW|.
Suppose DB of sliding windows is T1{a,b,c}，T2{b,c,d}，T3{a,b,c}，T4{b,c}，T5{b,d}， the basic size |BW|is 4, then the first basic window consists of 4 affairs T1, T2, T3, T4, and the second basic window consists 4 affairs T2, T3, T4, T5.
LevelCET structure. LevelCET is an extended prefix tree, consisting of two parts: header_table and NewCET tree. The table consists of 2 items：tree_level, level_link，which is the level of the tree and the link between the levels of the tree; the hand of level link point at the left spot of each level.the information in the tree is item, f, level_item. Here,item is the affair, f is the supports of the spot，level_item is the level of the spot in the tree. Table 1shows the tree of DB, in which the spot (a,1):<1010> represents the itemset (a)，supports is 2，the level in the tree is 1. Level testing strategy.
Prove: suppose the anti-proposition is right, that is , , , then the anti-proposition is not right, the original proposition is proved.
right. concerning theorem 1, Y has nothing to with the two spots, which doesn't conform to the features of the tree, so the anti-proposition is not right, and the original proposition is proved. 
is true or not. If it is true, then X is not frequent closed itemsets, and the proposition is proved.
According to the characteristics of the structure of LevelCET, we can build the two levels of hash table. On the first level, sustainability is the primary key, while administrative level on the second. The administrative levels of the second level in hash table organize with the order from high to low, looking up from the top of the table. When detecting the crunode in hash table, it begins with the highest one. It is quite possible that a itemset is the highest level subset, thus increasing the speed of subset checking. Table 1 LevelCET structure
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Optimum frequent closed items checking strategy. .And X is a frequent itemset, so X Y ⊂ .
Theorem 2: Optimum frequent closed items checking strategy: suppose X is a frequent itemset, Y = {i1,i2,…,it}，among which sup({ik})≧s (k=1,2,…,t)，and
, X is not a frequent itemset，otherwise it is a candidate frequent itemset. , Y conforms to the qualification (2) of definition 3, so X X is not a frequent itemset，otherwise it is a candidate frequent itemset.
From the producing process of the tree, the best frequent closed itemset can be found very soon. Referring to the theorem 2, if a itemset is not a frequent closed one, it goes back; if it is a candidate frequent closed itemset, it will be detected by hash table. However, the improvement can better the performance in some situation, which is Y ∃ = {i1,i2,…,it}，in which sup({ik})≧s (k=1,2,…,t)，and k i ∀ (k=t+1,t+2,…,m) sup({ik})＜s. in this situation, the effect of the algorithm optimization is obvious. LevelMoment algorithm. LevelMoment algorithm compares subsets in two different ways. The following is the description of pseudocode of Build function in building the tree. Algorithm: Build(LevelCET,n,level,Y) Input: itemset n, n is on lecel of the tree, the initial value of itemset Y is empty. Output: the updated LevelCET tree, and the updated frequent closed itemsets 1: if(n is a frequent itemset){ 2:
if(Y is not empty) 3:
if(the sustainability of n equals to the sustainability of Y) 4: go to START; 5: else{ 6:
if(through leftcheck) 7: START:
for (every frequent fraternal crunode of n is n1) 8:
generating a new product n2; 9:
for( the first product of n is n3) { 10： level=level+1; 11： n3.tree_level=level; 12:
Build(LevelCET,n3,level,Y); } 13:
if(the product with the same sustainably of n doesn't exist) 14:
if(len(n)=the number of frequent itemset) 15: Y = n ； 16:
put n into the hash table;} Example1 Suppose minimum support be 0.5, try to derive the frequent closed itemsets of transactional database DB.
According to algorithm of LevelMoment, NewCET set up by sliding window TransSW1 is shown in figure 1 . I is {a,b,c,d}, infrequent itemset is {d}, then {a,b,c} should be a set of all present frequent itemsets included by current window. According to theorem 2, when finding frequent itemsets {a,c}( support is 2) and {b,c}(support is 4), we won't do leftcheck operation. Make a comparison of support between {a,c} and {a,b,c}, we can conclude that {a,c} isn't a frequent itemset and {b,c} is a candidate frequent itemset. According to theorem 1, compare {b,c} with a higher level itemset {a,b,c}, their supports are not equel, so {b,c} is frequent closed itemset.
Experimental Analysis
Environment of all experiments in this part :PC of Pentium(R)4 CPU 1.70GHz，RAM 512MB; Operation system is Windows XP; development environment is Visual studio C++ 6.0. All data sets used in this part are produced by IBM analog data generator (http://www.almaden.ibm.com). Main parameters: T represents for average length of transaction, I represents for average length of maximum frequent itemset, D for number of transaction, N for number of items, K for 1000. All experiments in this part use the same data sets. Specific parameters: 10T, 200KD, 1000N, 10I.
Performance comparison between NewMoment and LevelMoment algorithm under different minimum supports.
In this group of experiments, minimum support changes from 0.01 to 0.001, the size of sliding window is fixed 100K.
According to figure 2, as for all supports, storage space of LevelMoment and NewMoment are similar. Therefore, LevelCET won't occupy large internal storage as level sets are added.
In figure 3 curve 1 and 2 represents for loading time of first sliding window under different supports. According to the figure, under different supports, storage space of LevelMoment algorithm is similar with Newmoment. Therefore, LevelMoment won't take much time to deal with levels.
According to curve 3 and 4 in figure 3 , average time of sliding window in LevelMoment is less than that in NewMoment. When the window keeps sliding, the former takes less time to mine frequent closed itemsets than the later. Because subsets searching is optimized and operating speed is improved in the former one. Performance comparison between NewMoment and LevelMoment algorithm in different windows.In this group of experiments, the size of sliding window changes from 10K to 100K, minimum support is fixed 0.001. According to curve 1 and 2 in both figure 4 and 5, as sliding window enlarges, the storage space enlarges and loading time of first window increases, there is only small differences between the two algorithms.
Curve 3 and 4 in figure 5 shows, as the size of sliding window changes, the average time of window sliding in both algorithms fluctuates. In the view of overall trend, the former takes less time than the later. So LevelMoment algorithm is better than NewMoment algorithm.
Conclusion
Mining frequent closed itemsets in data stream is a hot research spot in the field of data mining currently. However, most algorithms aim at improving algorithms and structures, ignoring comparison of subsets, which is the key to limit efficiency of algorithms. This article offers an algorithm LevelMoment to mine frequent closed itemsets in data stream efficiently, which fastens operating speed through level checking strategy and optimum frequent closed items checking strategy. The experimental results demonstrate that time efficiency of LevelMoment algorithm is better than NewMoment algorithm. 
